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Record time-lapse movie and save a tiff image sequence in a new 
 folder: 
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Open ImageJ (Fiji) and import image sequence: 
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Pick first image of image series and „open“ („öffnen“ in German): 
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If not recorded/saved as 8-bit image, check box „convert to 8-bit Grayscale“: 
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ImageJ has generated an image stack, that can be played as movie: 
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Right-click on „play“ symbol opens Animation Options (you can adjust the frame 
rate; we recorded @ 100 fps): 
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You can also generate a maximum intensity projection, so you can see traces of  
movements (e.g. if directionality is important): 
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Crop movie to area of 
interest, by  
Edit->Selection->Specify: 
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Here we use 200x200 px 
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Crop selected area (press Ctrl + Shift + x): 
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Adjust brightness/contrast, to help ImageJ detect particles later  
(if stuff gets complicated you might want to generate a binary image): 
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Click „Apply“ and apply changes to all frames! (also do not play stack as movie 
in this stage as it might generate changes only in some images) 
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Adjust brightness/contrast, to help ImageJ detect particles later: 
 
Click „Apply“ and apply changes to all frames! (also do not play stack as movie 
in this stage as it might generate changes only in some images!) 

and safe that movie as tiff.... (you can also export as avi/mov when 
suitable plugins are installed) ©2015 Peter W
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Open „Particle Tracker“ plugin: 

in Fiji it is part 
of the „Mosaic Suit“ 
(and includes a 3D option) 

http://mosaic.mpi-cbg.de/ParticleTracker/ 
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Choose parameters for particle detection and tracking: 
 
Radius: 
size of objects in px 
 
Cutoff: 
“The score cut-off for 
the non-particle 
discrimination” 
[how sure should  
the algorithm be 
to count particle?] 
 
Percentile: 
How many of the 
detected particles 
will be selected 
and tracked 
(depending on 
their brightness) 
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Choose parameters for particle detection (upper part of dialog): 
 
Parameters used here 
 
Radius: 
3 px 
(2-4px all do a good job 
in this case 
[0.5µm beads, 40x mag]) 
 
Cutoff: 
0 
 
Percentile: 
1% 
 
 
 
If you click on 
„Preview detected“, 
you will see detected 
particles in red circles. 
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Choose parameters for particle tracking (lower part of dialog): 
 
Linking range: 
How many frames 
should be taken into 
account? 
(1=only the next one; 
2=particle can disappear 
for one frame and reappear 
in the following and it will 
be still considered the same 
particle) 
 
 
Displacement: 
Maximum of pixles 
that a particle 
can travel between 
two frames  
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Choose parameters for particle tracking (lower part of dialog): 
 
Parameters used here 
 
Linking range: 
1 frame 
 
 
Displacement: 
max. 2 px  
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Choose parameters for particle tracking (lower part of dialog): 
 
 
You can check on the 
tracking by clicking 
the right arrow, it will 
bring you to the next frame 
and you will see if the red 
circles move correctly 
with the objects. 
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Track and link particles (press „OK“): 
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After tracking is done, results will be displayed in a results window: 
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After tracking is done, results will be displayed in a results window: 
 
 
 
You can now 
„visualize all  
particles“ and 
see the tracked 
trajectories. 
 
 
 
 
When „Filter Options“ 
are set to 10 (which 
is also what we will use 
later for analysis), it  
excludes short trajectories 
and we are left with 
1365 trajectories. 
We still have plenty  
for our analysis.  
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After tracking is done, results will be displayed in a results window: 
 
 
 
 
Close preview window 
and click  
„Save Full Report“ 
 
Save it as text file  
„NAME.txt“ 
 
Keep the same name 
for all files from the  
same movie  
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Now we take the results to R (statistics and visualization software; free): 
We use R-2.6.2 [not sure if script is compatible with higher versions]. 
Open „Rgui“ 
(R -> Bin -> double-click on Rgui) 
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The console will open as window in Rgui. 
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Open „skinflow3“ R-file in Rgui: 
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„skinflow3“ script will open in a new Rgui window: 
Paste the script into console window. The Analyzer starts loading an interface: 
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„skinflow3“ script will open in a new Rgui window: 
Paste the script into console window. The Analyzer starts loading an interface: 
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Click on „set directory to raw Trajectory.txt files“ and select folder with files,  
then click „start“: 
(you can check box to include subdirectories if necessary, but make sure there are 
no other .txt files in these folders) 
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You will get a progress update on how many files were found and processed. 
When the program converted all files, it will let you know by displaying „done!“ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The output file is automatically saved as „NAME OF FILE_edited.txt“ in the 
same folder. 
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Now switch to „Skinflow analyzer – 10/06/15“: 
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Put in the parameters for analysis: 
 
 
Scale: µm / pixel 
 
Time between 2 frames: 
in seconds 
 
min frames for trajectory: 
variable 
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measure your reference scale (taken at the same mag. & resolution) in NeuronJ 
plugin (only works for 8-bit images) 
 
Zeiss Calibration Slide; 
Known distance of 
trajectory = 100µm 
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measure your reference scale in NeuronJ 
 
Zeiss Calibration Slide; 
Known distance of 
trajectory = 100µm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
149.212 pixel = 100µm 
 
100µm/149.212pixels = 0.670 µm/px 
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Put in the parameters for analysis: 
 
 
Scale: 0.67 µm / px 
 
Time between 2 frames: 
100fps = 0.01 
 
min frames for trajectory: 
10  
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Load file (Name_edited.txt) for analysis: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Load the „edited“-file 
and click on 
„preview trajectories“ 
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Rgui will display all trajectories >10 frames in length in a separate window: 
[for a reason I don‘t understand, it generates a mirror image...] 
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Define area for analysis: 
 
 
We cropped our movie 
to 200x200px 
 
So we put in 200 
for „box x“ and 
„box y“ 
 
 
Then click on 
„show box“ 
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Defined area should include all trajectories [or fraction, if you want to analyze  
a smaller area]: 

box should appear 
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Start analysis by clicking „save results“: 
 
 
After analysis is done, 
the script will save results 
as pdf in the same folder. 
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Start analysis by clicking „save results“: 
 
 
It will display updates on 
progress like „get traillengths“ 
or „plotting“.... 
 
 
After analysis is done, 
the script will save results 
as pdf in the same folder. 
 
(Do not open the pdf  
until R confirms that 
analysis is „done!!!“) 
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The pdf file is named like the analysis file and will include the parameters used: 
 
 
 
Name_edited_S0.67_FPS0.01 
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Within the pdf you will find the measured trajectories on the first page: 
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...and the results of the measurements on the second page: 
 
Including 
 
mean velocity 
 
standard deviation 
 
and number of analyzed 
particles 
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To get an idea how fast the flow is (and to check if processing/analysis is about right), 
 
track a few beads manually....  here, I took movie images 1, 10, 20 (copy and paste 
into a new file): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* save as separate files. open again in ImageJ and make a stack of them  
(„Image“ -> „Stack“ -> „Images to Stack“) 
 
* next, make an maximum intensity projection of this mini-stack 
(„Image“ -> „Stack“ -> „Z Project“ 
-> use option „maximum intensity projection“) 

frame 1 frame 10 frame 20 
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Measure trace using „NeuronJ“ plugin: 
Open NeuronJ („Plugins“-> „NeuronJ“); 
Open your image in NeuronJ. 
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* measure by clicking „+“ button; 
* then mark beginning of trajectory; mark end of trajectory by double-click  
  (by holding shift you will generate a straight line) 
* if path is not straight, you can generate a composed trajectory by single clicks, 
  then mark the last point by double-click to end trajectory. 
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* measure by clicking „+“ button; 
* then mark beginning of trajectory; mark end of trajectory by double-click  
  (by holding shift you will generate a straight line) 
* if path is not straight, you can generate a composed trajectory by single clicks, 
  then mark the last point by double-click to end trajectory. 
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* measure: 
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we measured 6 trajectories 
 

We have 100 frames per sec and we measured the distance for 20 frames. 
Particles traveled between 25 – 50pixels/sec x 0.67 = 16.75-33.5µm/sec 
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Manual measurement: 16.75-33.5µm/sec (n=7 particles) 
 
Automated measurement: 
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R-script and Xenopus methods developed in the lab of 

Martin Blum (University of Hohenheim, Germany) 

R-script written by: 

Thomas Thumberger (currently at COS, University of Heidelberg) 
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Example movie is an adult mouse trachea and was recorded 

J. Cisson (He lab; UC Berkeley) and P. Walentek (Harland lab; UC Berkeley) 
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